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Let’s say you just found out about an investment idea.  

You could check stock quote, go to the investor relations site,
or look at social media. 

But your first step should be the 10-K report every public
company must file with the SEC. 

Let's walk through the basics. 

1/

Recently, I wanted to take a look at Carvana ($CVNA) because I read about it while studying

other companies in the auto industry. It is a widely covered and controversial company with

no shortage of media coverage and tweets. I knew the stock was way down from its highs. 

2/

The easy thing to do would be to run a google search or look at Twitter. But this is the

equivalent of eating junk food. You would be immersed in the opinions of OTHERS, and

even if you later do research for yourself, you will be biased by too much junk food. 
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Well, why not go to the company's website? 

Because most websites are marketing materials intended to paint the most attractive picture

possible. 

I'm not saying you shouldn't look at investor relations sites. It just shouldn't be the first stop. 
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Instead, your first stop should be the SEC website.  
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https://www.sec.gov/edgar/searchedgar/companysearch
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Simply enter the company name and a list of securities will show up. Select the first entry for

$CVNA 
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The results page will look like this. You want to expand the "10-K (annual reports) and 10-Q

(quarterly reports) section and then select the latest 10-K report. 
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Take a moment to confirm that you have the right company and note that we are looking at

an annual report for year ended 12/31/21. 

Also, notice that the company has a dual share structure with Class A and Class B stock. 

8/

The next page is a table of contents. Most 10-Ks are very long -- usually well over a hundred

pages. Do not be initiated by this. You should read the entire 10-K if you become seriously

interested in a company, but NOT at this stage. Right now, we just want some basic info. 

9/

Your goal right now is to understand the basics, not to jump into an investment. A 10-K is a

legal document, much of it written by lawyers. This document is intended to cover the legal

bases, not necessarily to provide enlightenment. At this stage, avoid getting bogged down. 

10/
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In this thread, we look at three key sections:  

1) Business Description 

2) Financial Statements 

3) Management's discussion and analysis  

Make no mistake, you should read the entire report before investing! But right now, we just

want the basis. 

11/

Note: Our purpose here isn't to analyze Carvana (that would require a long-form article, not

a twitter thread).  

This is just an example of an *initial look* at a 10-K. 

Let's begin: The business description is just that ... a description of why the business exists. 

12/
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Carvana is an e-commerce based business for buying and selling used cars. After a basic

description, this section goes on to describe the industry, how it is changing, what customers

want, and how management intended to deliver what customers are asking for. 

13/

Management provides their assessment of competitive advantages, growth opportunities,

and the basic economics of how the business is meant to work. Marketing, technology, and

the organizational structure are all covered in a few pages. 

14/

Speaking of organizational structure, there's something a bit unusual in that section.

Management (or their lawyers) needed a flow chart to explain the structure and different

ownership and voting interests. VERY complex. Something to note as an area to investigate

later. 

15/

The business description is about 14 pages long -- and you can read it in a half hour or less.

Not to develop a comprehensive understanding and not anywhere near the point where you

could invest. But you'll know the basics and note things to look at more closely later. 

16/

Let's skip ahead and look at the main financial statements: the Balance Sheet, Income

Statement, and Cash Flow Statement. 

17/
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Balance sheet. We are trying to get a sense of the size and scale of the company. Always take

note of the cash balance. Notice that a large portion of assets are represented by vehicle

inventory. And always look at debt, both short and long term. 

18/

At a later stage, if you decide to study the company in detail, you will read the NOTES to the

financial statements to understand the accounts in detail. The notes are an essential part of

analyzing a company. For now, let's move on to the income statement. 

19/

We can see fast revenue growth but the company has posted net losses in each of the past

three years.  

Some companies post losses in their early years and become profitable later. Others run out

of cash and go bankrupt.  

20/
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The cash flow statement, always important, is even more important for a company with this

kind of income statement. So let's take a look at the cash flow statement next. 

21/

The first line of the CF statement is the net loss and the first section of the statement shows

how we get from net loss to net cash flows from operating activities (CFO). Carvana had a

much larger negative CFO than net loss b/c of cash going into inventory.  

22/

Why might Carvana have had to invest in inventory? Remember the rapid growth of

revenue? They are growing, and need inventory to support that growth. Also, used car prices

skyrocketed in 2021, so inventory value also had to rise. That took a lot of cash. 

23/

So how did Carvana fund the negative CFO?  

Look at cash flows from financing activities The four lines highlighted in that section of the

report show that Carvana took out more debt than they paid off in 2021, both short-term

revolving facilities and long-term debt. 

24/

From reviewing the balance sheet, income statement, and cash flow statement, we

understand that Carvana has been growing rapidly, but at a loss, and that their cash flow

needs have been high and satisfied through the issuance of debt.  

25/
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At a later stage, if you pursue this idea, you will need to read all of the notes to the financial

statements. But for now, let's turn our attention to the MD&A. That's where management

will explain what's been happening over the past few years. 

26/

The section begins with some duplicative information that you will remember from the

business description. You should read through all of that, but let's jump ahead to the first

chart displaying management's view of the key operating metrics of the business. 

27/

Retail units sold represent the first key metric, and here we see growth, but just from

eyeballing these numbers, we can see that the number of vehicles sold has been growing

slower than revenue. We already know why -- used car inflation has been very high.  

28/

Carvana is an internet based car retailer, but they still need to carry inventory (as we've seen)

and they need physical locations to recondition vehicle inventory (IRCs). We can see that

those physical locations have increased from 7 in 2019 to 11 in 2020 to 14 in 2021. 

29/

That's quite an important metric. As Carvana sells more vehicles in more regions of the

country, they will need to keep adding IRCs and that is capital intensive.  

30/
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MD&As present results of operations and management's explanation for recent trends. For a

used car retailer, per-unit information is particularly important. We get a sense of how

physical volume of cars sold and vehicle inflation have impacted revenue over the past 3

years. 

31/

You've probably seen many commercials for Carvana -- so perhaps not surprising to see

advertising costs rising in management's breakdown of SG&A.  

32/

Buffett and Munger have called EBITDA "bullshit earnings" but nearly all companies

running losses present this metric. Unfortunately, in Carvana's case, EBITDA is negative...  

33/

The MD&A goes on to describe cash flows and net debt, which as noted earlier has risen

substantially. 
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It takes some time (and experience) to go through the MD&A and fully understand the

narrative. 

Some companies are inherently complex. But many are not and are made to seem complex

by management. That's a general comment, not a slam on Carvana. 

35/

When I looked at Carvana, my purpose was to understand the business in the context of

studying other players in the automobile industry. I already knew that I would never invest

in it. It is a money losing business with a complex ownership structure.  

36/

Sometimes, an initial review is enough to learn the basics and to know that you DO NOT

want to continue because the business fails one of your checklist items. For example, if you

automatically disqualify money losing indebted businesses, you need go no further. 

37/

If you ARE interested in a business as a potential investment, you'll want to read the notes to

the financial statements, the risk factors, and pretty much every page in detail. You'll want to

read the latest 10-Q and probably some prior 10-Ks as well. 

38/

You'll want to read the proxy statement as well. I like to have at least a decade of history in

Excel, and usually more. 

The process for a full analysis of a company takes a long time, but the initial step of learning

the basics can be quick. 

39/



Hopefully this thread has been useful for those trying to get started reading 10-Ks. I wrote an

article several years ago with an older example. 
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How to Read a 10-K Annual Report Efficiently
“We read a lot.  I don’t know anyone who’s wise who doesn’t read a lot.  But that’s
not enough: You have to have a temperament to grab ideas and do sensible things.
 Most people don’t grab the right …

https://rationalwalk.com/how-to-read-a-10-k-annual-report-efficiently/

I also wrote an article describing how to read a proxy statement: 

41/

How to Review a Proxy Statement
"The compensation committee relies on its own good judgment in carrying out its
duties and does not waste shareholder money on compensation consultants." --
Daily Journal Corporation 2017 Proxy State…

https://rationalwalk.com/how-to-review-a-proxy-statement/
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• • •

Thanks for reading this thread if you got this far. Truth be told, I'm not a fan of twitter

threads and prefer writing articles. But I am going to experiment with threads and see how it

goes. 

You can subscribe to my articles on substack here: 
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Rational Reflections
Join thousands of subscribers who read our Weekly Digest free of charge. Paid
subscribers receive additional articles and profiles of interesting companies. Click
to read Rational Reflections, by The…

https://rationalreflections.substack.com
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